The goal of an Embedded Design course is to teach programming, embedded circuits and software algorithms. There are also related goals, such as learning to use development tools, lab equipment and proper debugging techniques. There are tangential goals such as working in teams and preparation for senior/capstone projects. And while there are a variety of approaches to teaching, the common theme is that you want the students to be successful and understand the material as thoroughly as possible.
This paper details an approach that I have used in my (junior level) microprocessor course in which the students (some with a strong interest in programming, some with less) all learn to program in 'C', and interface the PIC processor to a wide variety of peripherals using a development board that they build themselves. What is unique is that the PCB was designed in-house using Eagle Cad and contained a wide variety of components not present in typical off-the-shelf development products. This allows us to teach a wide range of sensors (temp, light, range, etc.) and a variety of protocols (RS232, SPI) as well as software debouncing and filtering algorithms.
The final part of the course was to let the students come up with their own ideas for a final lab project and each student took a unique approach in applying their hardware and software skills. With the success of this course, it is hoped that the information provided here could be used as a framework for other classes with similar goals and objectives.
Overview
Engineering students love to design. Technology students love to build. In most engineering courses, greater attention is placed on application and circuit design as opposed to construction and debugging. However, if you can marry these two concepts together, then you have hit a home run.
In our school, the Computer Engineering Technology curriculum is set up so that programming and embedded circuit design is taught via a series of courses: (a) Introduction to 'C' programming, (b) Digital Design and Embedded Systems, (c) C++ and object orientated programming and (d) an Intermediate Embedded Systems course. After completing this series, the students can continue on with an Embedded Linux course, as well as a Software Engineering (process and agile development) course.
This arrangement of courses is a bit unusual in that Technology departments do not always offer embedded systems designs to this depth; however, it is one that really prepares the student to succeed as an embedded programmer/designer. But with this said, success in a curriculum does not always relate to the number of courses available, but its content. To optimize the learning process (motivating a student to learn as much as possible), the courses include Lab's in which the students can build and create embedded applications. The goal of this paper is to show the methodology that was used in the Intermediate Embedded Systems course.
Introduction to the Intermediate Embedded Systems Course
The Intermediate Embedded Systems course is a required junior level course that includes both lecture classes and a lab. It has the following objectives:
• Learn additional 'C' programming and as well as knowledge of embedded programming algorithms.
• Be able to create, and debug a 'C' program using Microsoft Visual Studio.
• Understand hardware and software capabilities of the PIC 18F2520 microcontroller and compile/debugging using MPLAB.
• Understand component specifications using manufacturer data sheets.
• Learn/implement designs with a variety of peripherals.
• Develop embedded applications using the PIC microcontroller.
• To extend and augment topics covered in the earlier computer and circuit courses.
A large portion of the course is spent on embedded application programming and interfacing a PIC microcontroller to a variety of components using the general purpose IO ports, A-to-D converter, Pulse Width Modulator, RS-232 and SPI ports.
In the past few years, I start the students off with a Visual Studio (lab) application. This helps to refresh the students on 'C' programming and gives them time to purchase the components, assemble the board and run the start-up test program.
Course Structure / Lab Kit
The best way to think of a (lab based) embedded design course is to come up with a series of labs, each one sequentially more difficult and includes components (both software and hardware) from the previous lab. Each week, the lecture revolves around introducing new components to the class that support the upcoming lab. This includes new hardware concepts (RS-232, SPI, PWM, A-to-D, general purpose I/O) and their associated peripheral circuits. Also, software (C programming) concepts (such as #defines, MACRO's, functions, arrays, floating point, etc.), and software algorithms (switch debouncing, analog averaging, rotary encoder interface, etc.)
And while this is occurring, the class is also covering operation of various development tools, structured programming techniques and discussing hardware components and software architecture. When you look at all of the material, it appears to be an overwhelming task.
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In past years, most of the labs required the students to use a solderless breadboard to construct and debug their circuits. At that time, the students initially place their components onto the breadboard and would work to cut their wires to length and place them in rows/channels. If you were willing to spend time laying out the wires you can get a clean layout as seen in figure 1 . The end result is that the students spend more time debugging loose wires and each time they place scope probe on the board, another wire wiggles loose. The end goal of the lab changes from learning about circuit design, to one of getting something to work and to get out of the lab as quickly as possible. Page 26.971.4
And while it is important to breadboard, it should not be the focus of the course. Fortunately, in our program, there is an entry level embedded course where they spend a lot of time with breadboard designs, however, in the intermediate course, the goal is to focus on the programming, algorithms and hardware designs, and not get stuck with wire arrangements.
The solution to this was to use a printed circuit board that was design specifically for the class ( figure 3 ).
Figure 3. Completed circuit board (measures 3" by 4")
The students would start with a bare PCB and solder the components onto the board. The assembly process includes both surface mount and through-hole components. And to insure that the board can be easily assembled, no fine line surface mount components are used, and all solder pads are fairly large and separated. Components that are current/voltage sensitive (those with a higher risk of failure) are socketed, so that they can be easily replaced. Page 26.971.5
Figure 5. Assembled board
The end result is that a student with no soldering experience has a high probability of assembling the board without any problems. Adding to the objectives of the course, is the teaching goal to learn about hand soldering and surface mount component soldering.
Course Development
Over the years, the course had been set up so that either (a) the students purchased their own components, or (b) purchased a completed board or (c) purchased nothing and had to "check-out" the school's development system. In looking at the three options, one observation is that it is better to have students purchase their own boards rather than to borrow one. This gives them a sense of ownership and they take better care of the components.
Another characteristic of owning the board is that they bring the board home with them and work on them at night. Some are inspired to create their own programs (outside of school) as well as use them as a basis for their Senior design projects.
And while it is possible to find an existing off-the-shelf board, there are several factors to consider. In looking at the variety of embedded development boards on the market, you should consider:
• Cost -The target cost should be no more than $100 (cost of a book)
• Peripherals -The components on the board must satisfy the objectives of the course • Development tools -The cost of the compiler/programmer/debugger is also part of the overall component cost.
There are a variety of existing microcontroller boards on the market, figures 6 and 7 have examples of low cost embedded development boards, but individually, neither of them meet the objectives of the course. There are more expensive choices (such as figure 8 ), but the cost of it exceeds the $100 target range. Page 26.971.6 Figure 6 . Pic Development Board $30 (1) Lacks enough peripheral components to be used for the course Figure 7 . Raspberry PI $40 (2) Accessing the peripherals via the Linux O/S is not one of the objectives for the course Figure 8 . Embeded SBC with touch display $250 (3) The board that was developed for the course costs less than $45 and has everything that is needed to support the course outcomes, plus it gives the students the opportunity to solder and build.
• Pulse Width Modulation (and piezo-speaker) The basic lab is to use the PWM signal and generate audio from the piezo-buzzer. Integrating in with the photocell, you can have the students build a simple theremin.
• Rotary Encoder For some reason, students have always had trouble writing code to interface to a rotary encoder. You really need to focus the lab around this component in order for them to have enough time to write/debug the interface routines.
• Accelerometer (interfaces over SPI) This lab should encompass methods of filtering and analyzing the acceleration data, and can also include references to using SPI as a network.
Final Lab Project
The last lab of the course is one that the students can pick for themselves. It must use the microcontroller, but does not have to use the printed circuit board. It can be completed individually, or in teams. The students can add in new circuitry, and/or connect to an existing program such as LabView (5) or Matlab (6) . In the past, over half of the students needed to do some hardware design as well as purchase additional components to complete their project. They were also asked to create flowcharts and schematics for their design, as well as give a presentation (example flowcharts and schematics shown in figures 9 and 10). • Laser pointer targeting game (uses just the on board components) You would use a laser pointer to "shoot" at the photocell on the board and this would count as a hit. You need to "hit" the target as many times as possible within 30 seconds.
• Motor speed control using a joystick (the PIC18F2520 was removed and a custom interface circuit was designed) The joystick would be used to set the speed of the motor and the A-to-D monitors (rotational) feedback regarding the actual speed.
• Portable GPS (connected the pcb board to a GPS device over RS-232) Created a portable GPS system that can be used for geo-caching (4) .
• Temperature monitoring/control (interfaced to LabView over RS-232) The pcb monitored the temperature and LabView provided the front panel display (figure 11).
Figure 11, LabView front panel example
